Snapstream: Snapshot-based Interaction in Live Streaming for Visual Art
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ABSTRACT
Live streaming visual art such as drawing or using design software is gaining popularity. An important aspect of live streams is the direct and real-time communication between streamers and viewers. However, currently available text-based interaction limits the expressiveness of viewers as well as streamers, especially when they refer to specific moments or objects in the stream. To investigate the feasibility of using snapshots of streamed content as a way to enhance streamer-viewer interaction, we introduce Snapstream, a system that allows users to take snapshots of the live stream, annotate them, and share the annotated snapshots in the chat. Streamers can also verbally reference a specific snapshot during streaming to respond to viewers’ questions or comments. Results from live deployments show that participants communicate more expressively and clearly with increased engagement using Snapstream. Participants used snapshots to reference part of the artwork, give suggestions on it, make fun images or memes, and log intermediate milestones. Our findings suggest that visual interaction enables richer experiences in live streaming.
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INTRODUCTION
As live streaming gains popularity, diverse contents from online game playing to live lectures are being streamed [4, 9, 15]. Among these, visual art is a rapidly growing genre, in which streamers create novel artifacts such as painting, drawing, design, and craft. Many artists share their creative process or stream how-to tutorials on specific design tools or techniques on platforms such as YouTube, Twitch, and Behance.

Figure 1. An example of visual art live streaming: The player shows the visual art the streamer is working on. Viewers interact with the streamer and other viewers via text-based chat.

For instance, Twitch has a separate Art category for creative streams, which has on average 350 currently-live streams and 6,500 currently-live viewers at any moment [11]. Behance and Picarto are platforms dedicated to visual art, where Behance hosts professional artists and Picarto allows novices to stream their artwork.

A key benefit of live streams that distinguishes them from recorded videos is the live interaction between the streamer and the viewers. Live interaction during the stream drives engagement and entertainment [18, 22, 24, 34], and provides unique opportunities for real-time learning [9, 11]. However, text chat, which is the most common form of communication in live streaming, is limiting for several reasons. First, both viewers and streamers struggle to make visual or temporal references, such as pointing out a specific visual content in the stream or a specific time, e.g., “the person you drew 10 minutes ago”. This is especially important for visual art streams where the main focus is the creation of visual content. In addition, for streams with many live viewers participating in the chat, questions or important comments pertaining to the stream can get buried in the flow of the text messages [11, 16, 25]. For these reasons, previous research suggests that live streaming can benefit from supporting richer interactions [22, 24], such as by providing separate channels for different types of chat [11] or having a dashboard of real-time user engagement metrics [34].

To improve the interaction in visual art live streaming, we first conducted a series of interviews with streamers and viewers, and observed live stream sessions to understand the current practices and challenges. We found that a recurring theme in...
these live streams is the need to refer to certain parts of the artwork or a specific action that the streamer performed in order to ask a question, give feedback, or make compliments. Viewers find it difficult to describe these intentions accurately using text only, and streamers often misunderstand the context, especially when a reference is made to previous parts of the stream that are no longer visible.

To alleviate these challenges, we present Snapstream (Figure 2), a snapshot-based interaction tool for visual art live streaming. Snapstream allows viewers to capture a screenshot of the current stream, which we call a ‘snapshot’. Viewers can ask questions or give feedback by making annotations on the snapshot. Streamers can reply to a specific snapshot with voice by saying “snapshot number X”, and direct the system to show the snapshot to all viewers. Both streamers and viewers can filter messages to see only text messages or snapshots.

We evaluate our tool in two real live streaming sessions, in which 2 streamers and 23 viewers used Snapstream. Results show that participants communicated more expressively and clearly with increased engagement using Snapstream. Viewers used snapshots in Snapstream for the expected purposes of referring to a specific part, and other creative purposes such as giving suggestions, making funny images, and logging intermediate drawings. Snapshots helped viewers to send clearer messages and to stay in sync with the streamer. Streamers also used snapshots as personal references.

The primary contributions of this paper are as follows:

- Insights into the current practices and unique challenges of referencing and communication in visual art live streaming.
- Snapstream, a snapshot-based interaction tool to improve interaction and communication between the streamer and viewers in visual art live streaming.
- Results from an in-the-wild deployment that show how users use snapshots in various ways to enrich interaction in live streaming.

RELATED WORK
As this work introduces a new interaction method in visual art live streaming by enabling reference to specific parts of streams, we review related work on improving interactions in live streaming and referencing techniques in multimedia.

Interaction in Live Streaming
Real-time interaction in live streaming is one of the key factors that motivate viewers to join the live streaming. To establish better viewer-streamer interaction, researchers have explored various forms of interaction techniques in live streaming. Weisz et al. introduce how integrating text chat into synchronous video watching can lead to a more engaging experience [33]. With the foundation of chat-based interaction, currently available tools explore the usage of Danmaku comments that overlay the video player [36]. Researchers have explored how Danmaku comments increase the interaction in live streaming [39].

In addition to the text-based interaction, researchers have further explored ways to improve viewer-streamer interaction. In game playing live streams, various attempts that encourage
viewers to participate more actively in the game such as allowing them to participate as one of the characters [13] or suggest moves on the screen are introduced [21]. Researchers also explored how multimedia tools such as text, audio, image, and sketch could be used in online live learning environments [4, 17]. Twitch has third-party extensions such as Twip [32] and Toonation [30], which allow viewers to send audio and video messages that can be played by the streamer and shared to all users, and read out the message sent with the donation using Text-To-Speech (TTS).

There are other interaction techniques introduced to improve the live streaming experiences such as summarizing knowledge sharing live streams in real-time [23] and controlling the number of messages to prevent viewers from being overwhelmed [25]. Extending the previous research, our system aims to provide beyond-text interaction with snapshots to capture visual context for easy reference and communication in visual art live streaming.

Referencing Techniques in Multimedia
Previous work studied the referencing problem in the context of chats, specifically, the difficulty of sharing context and establishing common ground with other participants. Researchers have introduced a wide range of applications ranging from anchored conversations on a document [6, 26] to referencing complicated visuals such as 3D models [31, 14] and multimodal referencing methods beyond visuals such as voice, gesture, and hovering [31, 37, 19]. Video referencing techniques have also been investigated extensively. For example, studies have explored object [3], temporal [5, 35, 20], and spatio-temporal references [7, 12] in a collaborative setting. Video referencing techniques have been used in online learning [7, 10] and for video review and feedback systems [28, 27]. While these techniques explored various methods of referencing external text and multimedia content, we focus specifically on referencing in the context of live streaming. Live streaming has unique characteristics such as being volatile and non-archival, and being a one-to-many, two-way communication channel between the streamer and viewers. We focus on the particular set of challenges and opportunities that this unique setting brings, and attempt to understand and improve both viewers’ and streamers’ referencing experience.

FORMATIVE STUDY
To understand the current practices and challenges of streamer-viewer interaction in live streams, we conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with streamers and viewers. We recruited 5 streamers from Twitch and Behance, by contacting them via email and through the Discord platform4. Each streamer had a different expert domain that spanned pixel art (S1), anime-style art (S2), Adobe XD designs (S3), Photograph and XD (S4), and Photoshop and Illustrator (S5) (Table 1). All streamers streamed 2-4 times per week. We also recruited 4 live stream viewers from our academic institution and the Discord channel of Twitch and Behance streams. The viewers’ experience of watching live streams spanned drawing on Twitch (V1), painting on YouTube (V2), knitting on Instagram (V3), and Adobe Photoshop and XD tutorials on Behance (V4) (Table 2).

We also observed 6 real live stream sessions from Twitch and 5 sessions from Behance by participating as viewers. We took screenshots of the important moments of communication and artwork processes in the stream, and wrote down our observations of the situation. Twitch streams featured artists casually performing their work, while Behance streams focused on providing instructional tutorials about Adobe design software.

Key Challenges of Communication in Live Streams
From these interviews and observations, we identified several key challenges that streamers and viewers face during their communication.

Viewers often make references to parts of the artwork or certain actions performed by the streamer, but streamers often misunderstand them.

Viewers often refer to certain actions performed by the streamer or parts of the artwork the streamer is working on (Table 3). This happens both in the context of asking questions or giving feedback. For example, viewers ask questions about the techniques or tools that the streamer is using (e.g., “How do I find the brush that XX is using?”). Sometimes viewers ask streamers to re-do an action for clarification (e.g., “Could you show me how you made the changes again?”). They also ask streamers about the artwork (e.g., “Why did you move the letters one by one instead of moving them together?” or “Why the last one with a head?”). This type of referencing happens also when viewers are giving feedback (e.g., “I like the basketball pitch picture” or “The arrow is still pointing right!”).

However, viewers struggle to express the exact action or part of the artwork they are referring to via text. For example, V2 commented that “It is hard to describe the stitch in knitting when I ask for re-do in the chat.” Viewers’ incomplete descriptions of the parts make streamers struggle to understand the meaning of these references. S4 mentioned that he often needs to ask the viewer to clarify their question. For example, if a viewer asked “How did you get that color?”, he would ask back “what color?”. He also said that since there are many functionalities and UI elements in design software, it is difficult to understand what the viewer is referring to. S3 mentioned that some questions and answers are not communicated clearly when a viewer is not a native English speaker.

The time delay between streamers and viewers exacerbates the communication problem.

Along with the above problem, there is usually a non-negligible time delay between the streamer and the viewers. Most live streams have a broadcast latency, which means that there is a delay between when the streamer performs an action and when the viewer sees it on the stream [38]. There is also a latency in the chat messaging itself, and since streamers are switching between working on their art and looking at the chat, there is an additional time delay between when the viewer writes a message and when streamer notices it. In visual art live streaming, the artwork is constantly undergoing change, so by the time the streamer notices the viewer’s message refer-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Streamer</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Streamed for</th>
<th># of viewers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Pixel Art</td>
<td>Twitch</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td>Twitch</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>XD, Photoshop</td>
<td>Facebook, Twitter, Behance (YouTube)</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>550-2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Photoshop, XD</td>
<td>Facebook, Twitter, Behance (YouTube)</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>600-700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator</td>
<td>Facebook, Twitter, Behance (YouTube)</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>75-500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Demographic information of streamers we interviewed for the formative study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viewer</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Drawing</td>
<td>Twitch</td>
<td>a few hours</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Painting</td>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>3-4 times / week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>Knitting</td>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>Photoshop, XD</td>
<td>Behance</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>3-4 times / week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Demographic information of viewers we interviewed for the formative study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intent</th>
<th>Reference Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Streamer’s Action</td>
<td>How do I find the brush that XX is using? Why did you do that instead of...?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artwork</td>
<td>What if I want this part to be...?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>Streamer’s Action</td>
<td>Why don’t you just move the letters together?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artwork</td>
<td>I like the basketball pitch picture.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Reference types in visual art live streaming

ring to a certain part of the artwork or a previous action, the artwork could have changed and the context of the message could be lost. S3 mentioned that there usually is a delay of 30 seconds between the chat and the stream so he sometimes feels the need for a reminder to what happened earlier. This echoes the observation by Lessel et al. that the streamer has to think back to his previous actions to understand the meaning of the messages correctly when there is a delay [21].

Some streams have moderators to help streamers deal with the messages from the viewers. However, a human moderator is costly and not always available, and chatbots (e.g., Nightbot5) that are currently used as moderators can only make general comments that are pre-programmed.

Streamers have difficulty switching back and forth between artwork and chat messaging.

While viewers primarily interact via text chats, streamers can also talk to respond to the viewers’ messages. In fact, since artists usually work with a physical object (e.g., mouse, touchpen, or brush) they often prefer to respond via voice rather than typing on a keyboard. The streamers have to concentrate on their artwork, and frequently looking at the chat and typing their replies can be burdensome. In addition, there are streamers who stream to multiple platforms at the same time, which means there are multiple chat windows to look at. Streamers often set up separate screens or even separate computers for chat messaging and the artwork (S3, S4, S5). This kind of setup makes it even more cumbersome for streamers to switch between the artwork and chat messaging. S5 mentioned that he rarely types in the chat and prefers to communicate with viewers using speech or demonstration (e.g., drawing on the screen or by re-doing certain actions). S2 mentioned that he is sometimes overwhelmed when there are many chat messages, and encourages viewers to retype any questions that he missed. S5 also said that he goes through the chat again at the end of the stream to answer the questions he missed during the stream.

Design Goals
To address the above challenges and to enhance streamer-viewer interaction in live streaming, we identify the following three design goals:

- **G1**: Help viewers refer to specific part of the artwork or streamer’s action, and help streamers understand the context of viewers’ questions or feedback.
- **G2**: Help streamers manage chat messages with minimal disruption to the creative process.
- **G3**: Encourage viewers’ participation and interaction with the streamer and other viewers in the live stream.

SNAPSTREAM: SNAPSHOT-BASED INTERACTION TOOL

Based on these goals, we design Snapstream (Figure 2), a snapshot-based interaction tool for live streaming communication. In Snapstream, streamers and viewers can capture the current video feed of the stream as a screenshot image, annotate on it, and share it with others in the chat. By capturing a snapshot of the stream and including it in the chat, we expect users to easily and clearly refer to parts of the stream to express their questions or comments (G1). In this way, the streamer can understand the context of the viewers’ comments by looking at the snapshot. Viewers and streamers can also directly refer to a previously shared snapshot. In addition, we allow streamers to verbally highlight and respond to a snapshot (G2).

Taking and Annotating Snapshots

The main feature of Snapstream allows users to take a screenshot of the stream’s video feed, annotate on it, and share it
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in the chat (G1). Users click on the camera icon in the chat area (Figure 2e) to take a snapshot of the current moment in the stream. After taking the snapshot, users can quickly crop and annotate the image in a new pop-up window (Figure 3). Users can add text boxes to write comments or add marks (ellipses and rectangles) to emphasize specific parts of the image. Finally, users can post the snapshot in the chat with an accompanying text message (Figure 2b). To prevent malicious users from abusing snapshots and cluttering the chat, we implement a 30-second cool-down after a user takes a snapshot before they can take another one.

Interacting with Snapshots

Once a user posts a snapshot in the chat, both the viewers and the streamer can interact with the snapshot in several ways. First, users can mention a particular snapshot in their message by clicking the reply button on the snapshot (Figure 4a), which automatically adds the tag ‘@snapshot#X’ to the message (Figure 4b). Users can also manually tag a snapshot in a message using the snapshot ID (e.g., ‘@snapshot#3’). Clicking the snapshot tag (Figure 4c) scrolls the referred snapshot into the center of the chat area and highlights it for more dynamic and easy interaction with the previous snapshots (G3) (Figure 4d).

In addition, the streamer can refer to a snapshot using speech. When a streamer mentions “snapshot number X” at any point during the stream, that snapshot will be scrolled into view in the chat window and highlighted for all the viewers for 5 seconds (Figure 2c). This allows the streamer to share the context of the message they are responding to, without being physically disrupted (G2). Once a snapshot has been mentioned by the streamer, it is considered answered. Next to that snapshot, Snapstream displays a time-stamp of when the streamer answered that snapshot.

Finally, users can filter the chat to see only snapshots or only text messages (Figure 2f). The snapshot-only view can be useful, for example, when the streamer wants to find questions or comments about the artwork that is accompanied by a snapshot (G2). The answered time-stamp also helps the streamer to easily distinguish between comments they already responded to and those they have not yet (G2). The text-only view can be useful, for example, when there are too many snapshots, which take up large areas of the chat. Users may want to just look at the text messages to follow the overall of flow the conversations.

Implementation

We implemented Snapstream as a web interface using HTML, CSS and jQuery. We used socket.io [29] for the real-time chat. To integrate Snapstream with the existing workflow of streamers, Snapstream embeds the streams of Twitch and YouTube Live through their official APIs. Streamers can stream on their usual platforms while also streaming through Snapstream. To take the snapshots, the URL of the stream video in m3u8 format is retrieved by using the twitch-m3u8 library [8] for Twitch and parsing the video information for YouTube Live. We used the JavaScript Web Speech API to recognize the streamer’s voice when referencing a certain snapshot.

USER EVALUATION

For evaluation, we explore the role of snapshots as a means to enhance streamer-viewer interaction. We deployed Snapstream in 2 real live stream sessions and investigated how streamers and viewers interact through snapshots. The main goals of this qualitative study were to see (1) how streamers and viewers use snapshots to interact with each other and (2) how Snapstream affects their experience in live streaming.

Participants

We reached out to visual art streamers on Twitch and YouTube via email and through the Discord platform 4. Two Twitch streamers participated in the study. Streamers used Snapstream in one of their actual streaming sessions, while simultaneously streaming on their usual platforms. Through their own social media, they invited their regular viewers to optionally join the streaming session using Snapstream instead of Twitch. To ensure we had enough users to simulate a realistic live stream session, we recruited additional viewers on an online community at our academic institution (for the first session) and via Amazon Mechanical Turk (for the second session). To reliably compare their experience watching live streams with and without Snapstream, we only recruited viewers with prior experience watching visual art live streaming.

The first streamer (S1) streams comic art. S1 has been streaming on Twitch for a year. He has about 10 regular viewers and 291 followers on Twitch. To engage his viewers, in addition to the chat messaging in Twitch, he also uses Hangouts 6 and asks viewers to share their own drawings. S1 engages with the viewers by answering questions and explaining his creative process. 8 regular viewers from his stream and 6 additional recruited viewers participated in the study session. Among these, 3 regular viewers and all of the recruited viewers responded to the study survey (Table 4).

6hangouts.google.com
The second streamer (S2) uses Adobe Photoshop in streams to create emojis. S2 has been streaming for 2 years on Twitch. She has about 8 regular viewers and 615 followers on Twitch. To engage her viewers, S2 usually invites her friend to join the stream and broadcasts their verbal communication through Discord, a voice and text chat application. She also talks about her art and answers questions from the viewers. 3 regular viewers and 6 additional recruited viewers participated in the study. All participants responded to the study survey (Table 4).

**Procedures**

First, we gave a tutorial of Snapstream to the streamers before the session via video call. Recruited viewers for the first session received an in-person tutorial from one researcher, and recruited viewers from the second session and regular viewers from both sessions were given a link to the tutorial slides. Streamers were then asked to stream just as they would normally for approximately an hour, but using Snapstream in addition to their regular platform. Viewers were asked to use Snapstream for at least 30 minutes before answering an online survey. The live streams lasted for about 80 minutes for S1’s live stream (L1) and 45 minutes for S2’s live stream (L2). We recorded the chat logs including the snapshots. After the stream session, we conducted an online survey with the viewers and a semi-structured interview with the streamers. The interview lasted for 30 minutes. Viewers were compensated with $15 and streamers were compensated with $100 for their participation.

**Methods for Analyzing Snapshots**

To understand how viewers use snapshots, two of the authors analyzed all the snapshots shared in the chat during the two live stream sessions. We conducted a thematic analysis to categorize all the snapshots. First, we conceptually distinguished between two top-level categories: ‘References’ (Table 6(a)), which was the main use case identified from the formative study, and ‘Engagement’, which was another frequently observed use case during the session. Then, we identified three sub-themes within the ‘Engagement’ category: (Table 6(b)) drawing suggestions, (Table 6(c)) making funny images, and (Table 6(d)) logging intermediate milestones. Two researchers independently coded the snapshots into these four categories and resolved conflicts through discussion. For example, some snapshots could be seen as either a suggestion (b) or a joke (c). In these cases, we decided to classify snapshots that contain meme-like text as jokes, and others as suggestions.
RESULTS
We discuss the main use cases of snapshots in visual art live streaming and how Snapstream affected the interaction between the streamers and viewers.

**Viewers use snapshots to achieve different purposes**
In total, 57 snapshots were shared in the chat. In the two streams, viewers shared 25 (7.2% of total messages) and 32 (24.8%) snapshots, respectively (Table 5). Among 57 snapshots, 20 were used for making references (G1) while 37 were used for engagement (G3).

**Referencing part of artwork (N=20, Table 6(a)).** Viewers annotated on the snapshots to reference specific parts of the artwork and express their opinion. They used the crop tool or added marks to highlight the region they were talking about. These types of snapshots were used to either express passing opinions (e.g., “Looks like characters from MapleStory”), or give feedback about the artwork (e.g., “Make him more lively”).

**Adding suggestions on the artwork (N=6, Table 6(b)).** Viewers also used snapshots to make suggestions on the work. Unlike the marks in the previous use case, which were used to emphasize specific parts of the artwork, here, users used the marks to draw suggestions they wanted the streamers to add on their artwork. For instance, one viewer used the shape tool to draw glasses on a character, and another user drew a background object.

**Making jokes with funny images (N=22, Table 6(c)).** The most frequent use case of snapshots was for humor. Users made jokes by taking snapshots and making funny images. For example, a viewer added an antenna on the streamers drawing of a character’s head and wrote “Teletubby?” Another viewer added text to the snapshot of a funny character with a message “pls help – seth.”

**Logging intermediate milestones (N=9, Table 6(d)).** Viewers also used snapshots to record notable intermediate steps in the artwork process. For example, S1 drew multiple characters in the stream and some viewers used snapshots to record when each character was finished. In the survey, viewers also mentioned they wanted to download and save these snapshots for later review.

**Viewers’ Experience with Snapstream**
In the online survey, we asked viewers how helpful each feature in Snapstream was and how it could be improved. We also asked viewers to compare their interaction using Snapstream with their usual interactions on visual art live streams. We concluded the survey with a SUS usability test [2] to evaluate the feasibility of Snapstream for live deployment. Figure 5 summarizes the viewers’ responses. Below, we summarize our findings from the survey.

**Snapstream helped viewers communicate effectively.** Viewers felt that the snapshots helped them to express their intentions more easily and comprehensively, especially when they were referring to parts of the artwork that were hard to describe using text. V12 said, “I was able to point out specific things on the stream I wanted to talk about.” V7 mentioned “It was helpful to refer to a specific part when the communication with the streamer was not clear.” V2 said, “It became easier to ask questions that used to be hard to describe.” Overall, viewers were able to express themselves more clearly and also understand each other better (Figure 5-(6),(7),(8)).

**Snapstream helped viewers feel more in sync with the streamers.** The highlight functionality in Snapstream, whereby the streamer could share a snapshot, allowed viewers to feel more connected with the streamer. Usually in live streaming sessions, when the streamer responds to a particular viewer’s message, other viewers have to figure out which message the streamer is talking about. This can be difficult especially when the streamer does not give the full context of the original message (e.g., by calling out the user name and reading out loud the part of the message). In Snapstream, when the streamer mentioned a snapshot, it was automatically highlighted and scrolled into view for all the viewers to follow. Referring to this feature, V5 said, “It was good to know which message or image [the] streamer was talking about when he was responding to viewers.” V6 said, “I could see what the streamer was referring to right away and it was easier for me to understand with the image than the text.” The reply timestamps also helped viewers to understand the flow of the chat. V14 said, “It showed what had already been under discussion which helped when browsing the conversation.” Overall, by sharing the context with the streamer, viewers understood the streamer better and also felt they were “interacting more with the streamer (V4)” (Figure 5-(10)).

**Snapstream made the live stream more enjoyable for viewers.** Snapstream also made the live stream sessions more entertaining. As mentioned above, humor or making funny images was the most frequent use case of snapshots (Table 6(c)). Due to the nature of live streaming, viewers cannot skip parts of the video. Especially for visual art, the streams can take many hours while the streamer works on the project, and visual progress or change can be rather slow. Viewers actively used snapshots to fill such void by making memes and jokes. V16 said, “[Snapstream] made interacting with other people on the chat more fun and active.” In addition to creating their own snapshots, viewers also found looking at snapshots that others shared entertaining. V12 said, “It was fun to see other people’s creation and what jokes they came up with.”

Overall, Snapstream helped viewers interact with each other with increased engagement (Figure 5-(3),(4)). V1 commented that “I felt like I had more interaction with other viewers and the streamer compared to other live streaming platforms.” Snapstream also expanded the way of interactions for viewers, for example by allowing viewers to draw directly on top of the streamer’s artwork. V18 said, “It was definitely nice to give...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th># of snapshots</th>
<th># of messages</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>% of snapshots</th>
<th># of tags</th>
<th># of mentions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Session 1 (L1)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 2 (L2)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The number of messages for each category written by participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Referring to part of the artwork</td>
<td>(b) Drawing suggestions on the artwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Making funny images</td>
<td>(d) Logging intermediate milestones</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Different use cases of snapshots in the studies. (a)-top: a user annotated on the image with the red circle (snapshots cropped to fit the table). (a)-bottom: a user cropped the image. (b)-top: a user added glasses and mouth. (b)-bottom: a user added a background object with red rectangles (snapshots cropped to fit the table). (c)-top: a user added an antenna. (c)-bottom: a user added the text. (d)-top: a user cropped the image. (d)-bottom: a user cropped the image.

the streamer an idea to what they can do like adding stuff to the drawing and the streamer takes inspiration from it.” Viewers felt they had a richer interaction with the streamer and other viewers (Figure 5-(11),(12)). The SUS usability score was 77.92 out of 100, which indicates that Snapstream is easy to use for many users [1]. There were no statistically significant differences between the recruited viewers and regular viewers for all data: the average number of snapshots taken per participant (3 for recruited, 2.67 for regular), the distribution of the snapshot uses (Chi-squared test, \( \chi^2 \) (3, N=52) = 0.98, p = 0.81), survey score (Figure 5, Mann-Whitney U Test, U=23.5, p=0.26), and SUS scores (t-test, t(16) = 0.12, p = 0.91).

Streamers enjoyed active viewer participation in Snapstream. Streamers appreciated that viewers participated more actively in the stream with Snapstream. In visual art live streams, the progress is slow and the viewers usually don’t have many ways to participate. For example, S1 uses Google Hangouts to allow viewers to share their drawings and discuss them, but only a few viewers participate. Snapstream provided a new and fun means of participation and created more contents for viewers to engage in. S1 commented that for art streams, it is easy to lose the viewers’ attention, but with Snapstream, viewers’ participation increased. Similarly, S2 enjoyed watching the viewers become more interactive with creative snapshots.

Streamers used snapshots as personal references. Even though neither streamer created snapshots during their live session, they felt it was helpful to see the snapshots generated by their viewers, and both streamers used the snapshots as personal references to review their own stream. S2 commented

Streamers’ Experience with Snapstream
In the post session interview, we asked streamers about their interaction with viewers using Snapstream, their opinions on the features of Snapstream, difficulties they faced using the system, and general thoughts and feedback on Snapstream. We summarize the major findings.
that she could look back at her artwork process, and could change and compare her artwork based on the snapshots. S1 also commented that he could reflect on his work by looking at the viewers’ snapshots on the drawing and reviewing which parts viewers liked most.

DISCUSSION
In this paper, we attempt to understand how snapshots can enhance the interaction in visual work live streaming. Snapshots help users to communicate more expressively and clearly with increased engagement. We discuss the possible ways to expand the use of snapshots for different purposes and across multiple time spans. Then, we discuss the limitations of our work.

Beyond making references: Originally, we anticipated that viewers would use snapshots to make references for asking questions or giving feedback about the artwork, a use case that came up often in our formative study. However, even with the limited editing features in Snapstream, viewers used snapshots for various creative reasons beyond information seeking such as drawing suggestions, making jokes or logging milestones. Snapshots serve as a flexible medium that can be adapted for a wide range of purposes. For instance, users can create their own fork of the streamer’s artwork by augmenting it via snapshots, or create a highlight reel of the streamer’s creative process.

Snapshots as a learning medium: We tested Snapstream on recreational live streams, where the main purpose of the stream is enjoyment (through watching the streamers’ artwork). However, we think Snapstream or snapshots in general can be used as an effective instructional aid. Snapshots allow viewers to go beyond passive watching and participate actively. For example, in our study sessions, viewers used snapshots creatively to augment the streamer’s artwork or to give concrete suggestions. This reveals opportunities to use snapshot as a learning medium. For example, in instructional live streams, streamers can promote viewers to actively try techniques by asking them to edit or draw on the artwork and to share their input through snapshots. Going beyond live streams, exploring the use of snapshots in academic settings, such as flipped classrooms, is an interesting extension of our research. We expect snapshots can be useful to support various live activities, as well as serve as learning artifacts to assist peer learning and reviewing.

Expanding the live experience across time: Snapstream can also reinvent the replay experience of live streams. One problem that viewers experience when they watch streams after-the-fact is that the video is very long and it is hard to get a quick overview or find interesting moments. Snapshots can provide a visual summary for viewers to get a quick glance of the stream. Furthermore, since viewers can see the timestamp for snapshots that streamers responded to, they can easily find parts of the stream where the streamer addressed questions or comments that they are interested in.

Finally, Snapstream can help extend the live experience by creating a bridge between live and asynchronous settings. For example, as one of the viewers (V3) suggested, by allowing users to download and save snapshots, viewers can use them as artifacts to share within the community. Streamers can also address unresolved questions and share them in an asynchronous platform. In this way, snapshots can enrich the stream community even after the streams have ended.

Beyond visual art: We believe snapshot-based interaction can be applied to domains beyond visual art. Live streaming where visual elements have high importance, such as cooking, origami, or make-up can each benefit from snapshot-based interaction. Game play is another area that participants frequently mentioned. For example, viewers can use snapshots to alert streamers about objects or characters in the screen. They can also share interesting in-game moments in the chat. However, in domains such as games or sports where the visuals change fast, we need to support snapshot taking with minimal delay so that viewers can capture important moments more precisely. Snapshots can also extend to streams that have more audio component such as music performance, if users can take snapshots of intervals in live streams.

Limitations
Expressiveness with snapshots: There is a few seconds of delay between the time the user clicks on the snapshot button and the time the actual stream is captured. Although most visual art live streams move slowly, when there is a quick change of scene or window, users might miss the exact moment that they want to capture. Also, allowing the users to edit the snapshot more freely beyond just annotating with marks or adding text can enrich their possibility.

More domains: Our live deployment only looked at recreational visual art live streams, where streamers showcase their artwork and viewers watch it for entertainment. Thus, only a few users used snapshots for informative purposes, such as asking questions. We plan to evaluate how Snapstream is used differently in instructional live streams, such as ones that feature how-to-tutorials on design software.

Scaling to larger streams: Our deployment studies with 14 and 9 viewers were helpful for us to identify how people use snapshots and how snapshots affect their interaction. However, in a live stream session that involves more viewers (100s or 1000s), different behaviors and additional challenges may emerge. For example, as more people use snapshots, it may become challenging for the streamer to keep up with the messages. Potential abuse of snapshots can also be a problem. More investigation is needed to scale Snapstream and to prevent snapshot spamming.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper explores using snapshots in visual art live streaming as a way to improve streamer-viewer interaction. We built Snapstream, an interactive tool where users can take snapshots of the live stream, make annotations, and share the annotated snapshot in the chat. Our deployment with real streamers and viewers show that users interact more actively using snapshots by making references, adding suggestions on the artwork, sharing funny images, and logging intermediate milestones. Users were able to communicate more expressively and clearly with increased engagement. We discuss the possible extensions of
snapshots that go beyond live streaming, such as using snapshots as a learning medium or as a new way to experience asynchronous watching.

In the future, we plan to deploy Snapstream as a live system and study the interaction in different domains of streams with varying number of participants. We will also explore ways to use snapshots for replays. Examining and expanding the role of snapshots is a promising step towards enriching interaction in live streaming.
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